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Abstract

Operationalistic definition of the dimension of

space-time leads to the possibility of its

experimental determination. Several reasons may

be given for the fractional dimension of

space-time to be slightly smaller than four,

yielding a finite quantum electrodynamics.



Various heuristic reasons may be given for space-time

to have dimension four /I/. Here, we wish to raise the

question whether the dimension is necessarily of integer

value, as assumed a priori by most physicists. Yet,

"a concept does not exist for the physicist until he

has the possibility of discovering whether or not it

is fulfilled in an actual case" /2/. Therefore, we

propose to operationalize the determination of dimension

and thus make it accessible for experiment.

Generalization to non-integer values of the dimension

may be achieved by definition based on measure, defined

via covering procedures. For the measure of space—time

we propose to generalize the Hausdorff measure /3/ to

Conceptually this implies a covering of a space-time

region S by the set of coverings JBA of dimension

cL . An important feature of this definition is, that

it is sensitive to possible irregularities or a granular

structure of space-time. Our definition agrees with

the Hausdorff measure in the limit & •*- 0 and oc-^oCul
n

where OV, is the Hausdorff dimension of S. Yet, duen

to the inherently finite resolution of any experiment,

the limit S •*- 0 is operationally unattainable , and
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hence, ve propose, zny definition of the measure has to

ta-:e into account that finite resolution. For an experiment

performed with total energy Et one can estimate

with o= lAvf -+ (c&-L)
2] .

The operationally determined dimension o( may then be

obtained by requiring the measure to be independent of

the resolution

(a (£>, §)
= 0.

(3)

Besides the unattainability of the limit £->0, a

covering in the quantum domain can never be considered

complete in the classical sense that every space-time

point is included with certainty. Rather, the covering

/"B •] may be defined by requiring every point to be

included at least with the probability p

where y. are the state vectors of the individual

constituents of



J

Fror, these considerations the following conclusions

follow:

1. Since every experiment performed for determining

the dimension of space-time by necessity operates

with finite energy expenditure there exists a lover

limit of space-time resolution beyond which the

concept of dimension looses its meaning. At latest

this occurs when the total energy of the universe

is inserted into the quantum condition of Eq.2.

2. Since operationally dimension is determined via

a quantum measurement procedure, it is intrinsically

uncertain to an extent. It follows therefore, that

the dimension of space-time will never be found to

have a sharp value.

3. The boundaries of the covering set ^B^j are

by necessity unsharp. Yet, in order to compare the

operationally defined dimension with the Hausdorff

dimension we require by analogy to Eq. 3 the

operationally defined measure (Eq. 1) to be equal

to the Hausdorff measure (/*•(*,&)=fA.(<*H,O) ). Since

the measure is positive definite y«,(ot , <5)> « (oiH,0)

the operational dimension oi has to be adjusted

such that the double counting is compensated,

which implies
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4- As a consequence of a dimension of space-tine

being less than four, the logarithmic divergencies

/A/ of quantum elctrodynamics would disappear, no

matter how small the deviation from four may be.

In this way, the formal structure of the theory

and particularly its kernels K can be maintained

and the integrals

f £^-i& all"-'' r^

turn out to be finite.

5. It follows, that the predictions of quantum

electrodynamics are sensitive to the actual value

of the dimension &. The calculations may readily be

performed using the calculus of fractional integra-

tion and differentiation /5,6/. For example, for the

anomalous magnetic moment of the electron one obtains

to first order in the fine-structure constant of.

(7)



If Ax= 4 - oi is the deviation ox the dimension of

space-time from four and if £g = g..- - qr & ^theor ^exp

designs the difference between the standard theoretical

prediction and the experimental result for the electron

g-factor, one obtains to first order in

where C is Euler's number.

It is interesting to note, that the difference A g

between the latest Theoretical / 7 / and experimental / 8 /

values is larger than two standard deviations and

cannot be accounted for by various corrections /9,10/.

If the reason for this difference is a non-vanishing

Act we obtain for the dimension of space-time

5,3 i :

It is interesting whether future research will yield

a statistically significant confirmation of a

fractional dimension of space-time different from four.
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